
NEWCOMB'S PROBLEM AND
TWO PRINCIPLES OF CHOICE*

Both it and its opposite must involve no mere artificial
illusion such as at once vanishes upon detection, but a
natural and unavoidable illusion, which even after it has
ceased to beguile still continues to delude though not to
deceive us, and which though thus capable of being
rendered harmless can never be eradicated.

ft"nu,wuBr, K¡vr, Critique of Pure Reason, 
^422, 
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Suppose a being in whose power to predict your choices you have

enormous confidence. (One might tell a science-fi.ction story about a
being from another planet, with an advanced technology and science,

who you know to be friendly, etc.) You know that this being has often
correctly predicted your choices in the past (and has never, so far as

you know, made an incorrect prediction about your choices), and further-
more you know that this being has often correctly predicted the choices

of other people, many of whom are similar to you, in the particular
situation to be described below. One might tell a longer story, but all
this leads you to believe that almost certainly this being's prediction

about your choice in the situation to be discussed will be colrect.
There are two boxes, (Bl) and (82). (81) contains $ 1000. (B2) contains

either $1000000 (fiM), or nothing. What the content of (82) depends

upon will be described in a moment.
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Furthermore, and you know this, the being knows that you know this,
and so on:

(D If the being predicts you will take what is in both boxes, he does

not put the fiM in the second box.
(IÐ If the being predicts you will take only what is in the second box,

he does put the $¡¿ in the second box.1

The situation is as 'follows. First the being makes its prediction.

Then it puts the $¡¿ in the second box, or does not, depending upon
what it has predicted. Then you make your choice. What do you

do?
There are two plausible looking and highly intuitive arguments which

require different decisions. The prôblem is to explain why one of them is
not legitimately applied to this choice situation. You might reason as

follows:
First Argument: If I þke what is in both boxes, the being, almost

certainly, will have predicted this and will not have put the $M in the

second box, and so I will, almost certainly, get only $ 1000. If I take only
what is in the second box, the being, almost certainly, will have predicted

this and will have put the $l1 in the second box, and so I will, almost

certainly, getfi M. Thus, if I take what is in both boxes, f, almost certainly,
will get $ 1000. If I take only what is in the second box; f, almost certainly,
will get $M. Therefore I should take only what is in the second

box.
Second Argument: The being has already made his prediction, and has

already either put the fiM in the second box, or has not. The $M is

either already sitting in the second box, or it is not, and which situation
obtains is already fixed and determined. If the being has already put the

$¿¡in the second box, and I take what is in both boxes I get $l1+$ 1000,

whereas if I take only what is in the second box, I get only $M. If the
being has not put the $Min the second box, and I take what is in both
boxes I get $ 1000, whereas if I take only what is in the second box, I get

no money. Therefore, whether the money is there or not, and which it
is already fixed and determined, I get $ 1000 more by taking what is in
both boxes rather than taking only what is in the seoond box. So I
should take what is in both boxes.

Let me say a bit more to emphasize the pull of each of these atguments:
The First: You know that many persons like yourself, philosophy

(81){$looo} *,{-ffi1

You have a choice between two actions:
(1) taking what is in both boxes

Ø taking only what is in the second box.

N. Rescher et al. (eds.), Essays ín Honor of Carl G. Hempel. All rights reserved.
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teachers and students, etc., have gone through this experiment' All those

who took only what was in the second box, included thcíse who knew of
the second argument but did not follo\il it, ended up with $M. And you

know that all the shrewdies, all those who followed the second argument

and took what was in both boxes, ended up with only $ 1000. You have

no reason to believe that you are any different, vis-à-vis predictability,

than they are. Furthermore, since you know that I have all of the pre-

ceding information, you know that I would bet, giving high odds, and be

rational in doing so, that if you were to take both boxes you would get

only $ 1000. And if you were to irrevocably take both boxes, and there

were some delay in the results being announced, would not it be rational
for you to then bet with some third party, giving high òdds, that you

will get only $ 1000 from the previous transaction? Whereas if you were

to take only what is in the second box, would not it be rational for you

to make a side bet with some third party that you will get $.&l from the

previous transaction? Knowing all this (though no one is actually avail-
able to bet with) do you really want to take what is in both boxes, acting
against what you would rationally want to bet on?

The Second: The being has already made his prediction, placed the

$¡¿ in the second box or not, and then left. This happened one week

ago; this happened one year ago. Box (Bl) is transparent. You can

see the $1000 sitting there. The $Mis already either in the box (82) or
not (though you cannot see which). Are you going to take only what is
in (82)? To emphasize further, from your side, you çpnnot see through
(82), but from the other side it is transparent. I have been sitting on the

other side of (82), looking in and seeing what is there. Either I have

already been looking at the $ M for a week or f have already been looking
at an empty box for a week. If the money is already there, it will stay there

whatever you choose. It is not going to disappear. If it is not already

there, if I am looking at an empty box, it is not going to suddenly appear

if you choose only what is in the second box. Are you going to take only
what is in the second box, passing up the additional $ 1000 which you

can plainly see? Furthermore, I have been sitting there looking a:t the

boxes, hoping that you will perform a particular action. Internally, I am

giving you advice. And, of course, you already know which advice I am

silently giving to you. In either case (whether or not I see the $M in the

second box) I am hoping that you will take what is in both boxes. You
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know that the person sitting and watching it all hopes that you will take
the contents of both boxes. Are you going to take only what is in the
second box, passing up the additional $1000 which you can plainly see,

and ignoring my internally given hope that you take both? Of course,

my presence makes no difference. You are sitting there alone, but you

know that if some friend having your interests at heart were observing

from the other side, looking into both boxes, he would be hoping that
you would take both. So will you take only what is in the second box,
passing up the additional $ 1000 which you can plainly see?

I should add that I have put this problem to a large number of people,

both friends and students in class. To almost everyone it is perfectly

clear and obvious what should be done. The difficulty is that these

people seemto divide almost evenly on the problem, with large numbers

thinking that the opposing half is just being silly.z
Given two such compelling opposing arguments, it will not do to rest

content with one's belief that one knows what to do. Nor will it do to just
repeat one of the arguments, loudly and slowly. One must also disarm the
opposing argument; explain away its force while showing it due
respect.

Now for an unusual suggestion. It might be a good idea for the reader

to stop reading this paper at the end of this section (but do, please,

return and finish it), mull over the problem for a while (several hours,
days) and then return. It is not that I claim to solve the problem, and do

not \ilant you to miss the joy of puzzling over an unsolved problem. It is
that I want you to understand my thrashing about.

II

My strategy in attacking this problem is ostrichJike; that is, I shall
begin by ignoring it completely (except in occasional notes) and proceed

to discuss contemporary decision theory. Though the problem is not,
at first, explicitly discussed, the course my discussion takes is influenced
by my knowledge of the problem. Later in the paper, I shall remove my
head from the sand, and face our problem directly, hopefully having
advanced towards a solution, or at least having sharpened and isolated the
problem.

Writers on decision theory state two principles to govern choices
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among alternative actions.

Expected Utility Principle: Among those actions available to

a person, he should perform an action with maximal expected

utilitY.

The expected utility of an action yielding the exclusive outcomes O 1, ' '., O,

with probabilities pt, ..., po respectively,

(,å'': t) i' r'

Dominance Principle: If there is a partition of states of the

world such that relative to it, action ,4 weakly dominates

action ,8, then ,4 should be performed rather than -B'

Action / weakly dominates action ,B for person P iff, for each state

ofthe world, Peither prefers the consequence of A to the consequence of
B, or is indifferent between the two consequences, and for some state of
the world, P prefers the consequence of A to the consequence of B.

, There are many interesting questions and problems about the framework

used or assumed by these principles and the conditions governing prefer-

ence, indifference, and probability which suffice to yield the utility
measure, and the exact way the principles should be formulated.s The

problem I want to begin with is raised by the fact that for some situations,

one of the principles listed above requires that one choose one action

whereas the other principle requires that one choose another action.

Which should one follow?
Consider the following situation, where ,4 and .B are actions, 51 and 52

are states of the world, and the numerical entries give the utility of the

consequences, results, effects, outcomes, upshots, events, states ofaffairs,
etc., that obtain, happen, hold, etc., if the action is done and the state of
the world obtains.

x u (0) * pz x u (0) +'.' * Pn x u (0,),

l.ê.t
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According to the dominance principle, the person should do ,4 rather

than ,8. (In this situation ,4 strongly dominates 4 that is, for each state

of nature the person prefers the consequence of A to the consequence of
.8.) But suppose the person believes it very likely that if he does l, ,S, will
obtain, and if he does B, 51 will obtain. Then he believes it very likely

that if he does,4 hè will get 4, andif he does B he will get L

n!! r, x u(o).
¡= 1

,Sr ,tz
A: 104
B: 83

The expected utility s¡ 7:prob(St/,4) 10+prob(SzlÁ\ 4. The expected

utility of 3: prob (S1/B) I + prob ( SzlB) 3. If, for example,

Prob(.St/24): .2

Prob(Sr/24) : '3

Prob(^St/B) :.9
Prob(Sr/8):.1,

then the expected utility of A:5.2, and the expected utility of B:7.5.
Thus the expected utility principle requires the person to do B rather

than A.a
The dominance principle as presented here speaks of dominance

relative to a partition of the states of the world. This relativization is

normally not made explicit, which perhaps açcounts for the fact that
writers did notmention that it may be that ¡elative to one partition of the

states of the world, one action z4 dominates another' whereas relative to
another partition of the states of the world, it does not.

It will be helpful to have before us two facts:
First.'suppose a matrix is given, with states Sr,'..,,S", in which

action ,4 does not dominate action B. If there is some rearrangement of
the utility entries in the row for action ,4 which gives a new ro\ry which

dominates the row for action B, then there are states [,..., I such

that in the matrix with these states, action ,4 dominates action B.

Proof: I shall describe how one can get the appropriate states T1, ..., T,

in one case. It is obvious how this procedure can be used generally.

Suppose that a¡.,.,o, and b1,...,bn are utility numbers such that, for
all i, a¡>-b¡, and for some i, a¿)bt We may suppose that q is the entry

51 .S2

A: 104
B: 83
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in the r4 ¡ow for the ith column, that is, for state 
^S¡. 

We might, for example,

have the following matrix:

Let
Tt: A & Srz of 'B & S15

Tz:A &^St or B &52
Tt:A&SteorB&'S3

T,:A&'56 or B&Sr'

Thus we get the matrix,

s, s2 .s3

A: c\ d2 ag

B: bt, bt bt"

ROBBRT NOZICK

Tr T2 T3

A: dtz dt dtg

B: bt" bt brn

In this matrix, action ,4 dominates action -8. Since the kind of procedure

followed does not depend on any specific features of the example, the

point is made.

Second: Suppose there is a matrix with states ,S1,.'.,,S",'iudþ that

action ,4 dominates action .B. If there is some rearrangement of the

utility entries in the B row so that the rearranged row is not dominated

by ,4, then there are states T1,..., Ç such that if the matrix is set up with
these states, B is not dominated by 24.

Proof : Suppose that a1Þb¿, for all i; a¿>bt for some i; and that some

.B-row value is greater than some A-tow value. (Given that there is some

arrangement in which,4 dominates ,8, this last supposition follows from

its being possible to rearrange the ,B row so that it is not dominated by

the ,4 row.) Suppose, without loss of generality that bt"> ar. Thus we

have the following matrix:

s"
øn

b6
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Let
Tr :Sr
Tz :A &'S, or B &'Slrz

Ts =S¡

T,l. : S,,
Ttz: A & 'S12 

or B &' 52

Trs : 51¡

:

Ï, :S"'
Thus we get the following matrix:

T,
cl6

b6

,s1 's2 s3
A: d1 d2 ct3

B: bL b2 b3

Since å12>ør, ,4 does not dominate B.

It may seem that the states Tt,,.,,Tn defined in terms of the actions

A and 8, and the states Sr,...,S" are contrived states, which some

general condition could exclude. It should be noted that - since the states

1,,.., ,Sn can be deûned in terms of the actions A a,.d 'B and the states

ù,,...,1(I will give some examples below)-attempts to show that

Tt,...,T are contrived will face many of the problems encountered in

ruling out Goodman-style predicates. Furthermore, as we shall see soon,

there are cases where the S states and the 7 states which are inter-

deûnable in this way, both seem perfectly natural and uncontrived'

The fact that whether one action dominates ânother or not may

depend upon whjch particular partition of the states of the world is

usãd would cause no difficulty if we were willing to apply the dominance

principle to any partition of the states of the world. since we are not, this

raises the question of when the dominance principle is to be used. Let

us look at some examPles'

suppose that I am about to bet on the outcome of a-horserace in

which only two horses, I{ and H2, ãte running. Let:

Sr : Horse Il¡ wins the race.

52 : Horse .F./, wins the race.

A1 ::l bet on horse 'E[t'

Az:I bet on horse .ÉI2.

A:
B:

Tt T, T,
cQ cl.2 ãs

h bt, bt

s"
an

b,

Ttz

4tz
b2

r"
ctr

bn
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Suppose that I will definitely bet on one of the two horses, and can only
bet on one of the two horses, and that the following matrix describes the
situation. (I might have been offered the opportunity to enter this situation
by a friend. Certainly no race track would offer it to me.)

st S,
Ati I win $50 I lose $5
Az: I lose $6 I win $49

Suppose further that the personal probability fo¡ me that H, wins is .2,

and the personal probability for me that H, wins is .8. Thus the expected

utility of A1 is .2xu(lI win $50/)+.8xø(/I lose $5/). The expected
utility of Aris.2xuQI lose $6/)+.8xn(/I win $49/). Given my utility
assignment to these outcomes, the expected utility of A" is greater than
that of 11. Hence the expected utility principle would have me do A,
rather than Ar.

However, we may set the matrix up differently. Let:

Ss : I am lucky in my bet.
S+: I am unlucky in my bet.

(Given that I am betting on only one horse today, we could let ,S.:
The only horse f bet on today wins. Similarly for Sa, with'loses' substi-
tuted for 'wins'.) Thus we have the following matrix:

^s3 s4
At; I win $50 I lose $5
Azi I win $49 I lose $6

But when set up in this way, ,,4, dominates ,4r. Therefore the dominance
principle would have me do ,4, rather than A".6

In this example, the states are logically independent of which action I
perform; from the fact that I perform Ar(Ar) one cannot deduce which
state obtains, and from the fact that ,S1 (Sr, Sr,,Sa) obtains one cannot
deduce which action I perform. However one pair of states was not
probabilistically independent of my doing the actions.T Assuming that
,S, and 52 are each probabilistically independent of both A1 and A2,
prob (S3/I do Ar):.2; prob (,S./I do Ar): .g; prob (,SaiI do ,4r):.8;
prob (,Sa/I do Ar)=.2. Thus neither of the states S, or 

^So 
is probabilistically

independent of each of the actions A1 and Ar.8
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In this example, it is clear that one does not wish to follow the recom-

mendation of the dominance principle. And the explanation seems to

hinge on the fact that the states are not probabilistically independent of
the actions. Even though one can set up the situation so that one action

dominates auother, I believe that if I do Ar,the consequence will probably

be the italicized consequence in its row, and I believe that if I do A2, the

consequence will probably be the italicized consequence in 242's row.

And given my assignment of utilities in this case, and the probabilities I
assign (the conditional probabilities of the states given the actions) it is

clear why I prefer to do Ar, despite the fact that Al dominates ,4r'

,S3 ,S4

Ai I win $50 I lose fi5
Az: I win fi49 I lose $6

Let us consider another example: Suppose that I am playing roulette on

a rigged wheel, and that the owner of the casino offers me a chance to
choose between actions A, and A, so that the following matrix describes

the situation (wtere Sr:black comes up on the next spin; Sr:¡sd
comes up on the next spin):

st 52

At: Iwin$10 Iwin$100
Azi I win $5 I win $90

Finally suppose that I know that the owner's employee, who is over-

seeing the wheel and who I am confident is completely loyal to the

owner, has been instructed to make black come up on the next spin if
I choose A, and to make red come up on the next spin if I choose ,4r.

Clearly even though .4, dominates A2, given my knowledge of the situ-

ation I should choose A2. I take it that this needs no argument. It seems

that the reason that I should not be guided by dominance considerations

is that the states S, and 52 are not probabilistically independent of my

actions A1 and Ar. We can set up the situation so that the states are

probabilistically independent of the actions. But when set up in this way,

I am led, given my utility assignment to the outcomes, to do ,4r.

Let ^Sr: the fellow running the roulette wheel follows his boss'

instructions; S+: the fellow running the roulette wheel disobeys his boss'

i nstructions. (Note that Ss :,4r & SprA2 & S 2; S a: A, & S, ot A 2 & S r.)
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We then have the following matrix:

,S¡ S¿

AL: Iwin$10 Iwin$100
Az: I win $90 I win $5

Even if I am not sure that ,S, is true, so long as the þersonal probability

of S3 for me is sufficiently high, I will be led to do Ar, g¡ven my utility
assignment to the outcomes.

These examples suggest that one should not apply the dominance

principle to a situation where the states are not probabilistically inde-

pendent of the actions. One wishes instead to maximize the expected

utility. However, the probabilities that are to be used in determining the

expected utility of an action must now be the conditional probabilities

of the states given that the action is done. (This is true generally. However

when the states are probabilisticalþ independent of the actions, the

conditional probability ofeaeh state given that one ofthe actions is done

will be equal to the probability of the state, so the latter may be used.)

Thus in the roulette wheel example, we may still look at the fi¡st matrix
given. However, one does not wish to apply the dominance principle

but to find the expected utility of the actions, which in our example are:

E.U.(,4r) : prob(S1 lAt) x ø(/I win $ 10/)

+ prob(,Srl,4 t) x u(lI win $ 100/)

E.U.(A): prob(S1/l r) x u(llwin $5/)
+ prob(Sr/,4 r) x u(lIwin $lO¡.0

The following position appropriateþ handles the examples given

thus far (ignoring Newcomb's example with which the paper opens) and

has intuitive appeal.lo
(l) It is legitimate to apply dominance principles if and only if the

states are probabilistically independent of the actions.
(2) If the states are not probabilistically independent of the actions,

then apply the expected utility principle, using as the probability-weights

the conditional probabilities ofthe states given the actions'

Thus in the following matrix, where the entries in the matrix are

utility numbers,
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the expected utility of ,a is li= 1 prob(S/,a) O,, and the expected utility
of ,B is li= r prob (^9 J B) U,

III

Is this position satisfactory? Consider the following example: P knows

that ,S or ?d is his father, but he does not know which one is. S died of
some terrible inherited disease, and T did not. It is known that this

disease is genetically dominant, and that P's mother did not have it,

and that 
^s 

did not have the recessive gene. If s is his father, P will die of
this disease; if Z is his father, P will not die of this disease. Furthermore,

there is a well-confirmed theory available, let us imagine, about the

genetic transmission of the tendency to decide to do acts which form

part of an intellectual life. This tendency is genetically dominant. ^f had

this tendency (and did not have the recessive gene), Z did not, and P's

mother did not. P is now deciding whether (a) to go to gtaduate school

and then teach, or (b) to become a professional baseball player. He

prefers (though not enormously) the life of an academic to that of a

professional athlete.

sl ,s2

A: Ot Ot
B: Ur flz

s"
on
un

x:P is an academic for a while, and then dies of the tenible disease;

z:P is a professional athlete for a while, and then dies of the terrible

disease; !:P is an academic and leads a normal academic life; w:P is

a professional athlete and leads the normal life of a professional athlete,

though doing a bit more reading; and P prefers x to z, and y to w.

However, the disease is so terrible that P greatly prefers w to x. The

matrix might be as follows:

S is P's father T is P's father

A: -20 100

B: -25 95

Suppose that our well-conûrmed theory tells us, and P, that f P

ohooses the academic life, then it is likely that he has the tendency to

A:x
B:z

S is P's
father

7 is P's
father

v
w
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choose it; if he does not choose the academic life, then it is likely that he

does not have the tendency. Speciflcally

prob (P has the tendency/P decides to do z4) : .t
prob (P does not have the tendency/P decides to do ,4) : '1

prob (P has the tendency/P decides to do B) : .l
prob (P does not have the tendency/P decides to do B): .p.

Since P has the tendency iff,S is P's father, we have

prob (S is P's father/P decides to do z4) = '!
prob (7 is P's father/P decides to do ,4) : .1

prob (,S is.P's father/P decides to do B) : .l
prob (7is P's father/P decides to do B): .!.

The dominance principle tells P to do A rather than B. But according

to the position \rye afe now considering, in situations in which the states

are not probabilistically independent of the actions, the dominance

principle is not to be used, but rather one is to use the expected utility
principle with the conditional probabilities as the weights. Using the

above conditional probabilities and the above numerical assumptions

about the utility values, we get:

The expected utility of A:.9 x - 20 + .1 x 100: - 8

The expected utility of -B : .1 x - 25 + .9 x 95 - 83.

Since the expected utility of B is greater than that of A, the position
.we frfe considering would have P do B rather than A. But this recoÍlmen-

dation is perfectly wild. Imagine P saying, 'I am doing -B because if I
do it it is less likeþ that I will die of the dread disease'. One wants to

reply, .It is true that you have got the conditional probabilities correct.

If you do Aitis likely that ,S is your father, and hence likely that you will

die of the disease, and if you do B it is likely that ?" is your father and

hence unlikeþ that you will die of the disease. But which one of them is

your father is already fixed and determined, and has been for a long

time. The action you perform legitimately affects our estimate of the

probabilities of the two states, but which state obtains does not depend

on your action at all. By doing B you are not møking it less likely that s
is your father, and by doing.B you are not making it less likely that you

will die of the disease'. I do not claim that this reply is without its
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problems.ll Before considering another example, let'us ûrst state a
principle not under attack:

The Dominance Principle is legitimately applicable to situ-

ations in which the states are probabilistically independent of
the actions.12

If the states are not probabilistically independent of the actions, it
seems int:uitive that the expected utility principle is appropriate, and that
it is not legitimate to use the dominance principle if it yields a different

result from the expected utility principle. However, in situations in
which the states, though not probabilistically independent of the actions,

are already fixed and determined, where the actions do not affect whether

or not the states obtain, then it seems that it is legitimate to use the

dominance princþle, and illegitimate to follow the recommendation of
the expected utility principle if it differs from that of the dominance
principle.

For such situations - where the st¿tes are not probabilistically inde-
pendent of the actions, though which one obtains is already fixed and

determined - persons may differ over what principle to use.

Of the twelve sorts of situation in which it is not the case both that
none ofthe states are already fixed and determined and none ofthe states

are probabilistically independent of the actions,I shall discuss only one;

namely, where each of the states is already fixed and determined, and

none of the states are probabilistically independent of the alternative
actions.ls

The question before us is: In this sort of situation, in which all of the

states are already fixed and determined, and none of the states are

probabilistically independent of the acts, and the dominance princþle
requires that one do one action, whereas the expected utility principle
requires that one do another, should one follow the recommendation of
the dominance principle or of the expected utility principle?

The question is difficult. Some may think one should follow the

recommendation of the dominance principle; others may think one

should follow the reco nmendation of the expected utility principle in
such situations.

Now for the example which introduces a bit of reflexivity which I hope

will soon serve us in good stead. Suppose that there are two inherited
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tendencies (rtendencies' hecause there is some small probability that''it

would not be followed in a specific situation):
(1) an inherited tendency to think that the expected utility principle

should be used in such situations. (If P has this tendency, he is in state 's1')

Q) aoinherited tendency to think that the dominance principle should

be used in such situations. (If P has this tendency, he is in state S2')

It is known on the basis of post mortern genetic examinations that

(a) P's mother had two neutral genes. (A gene for either tendency

genetically dominates a neutral gene. Wé need not here worry about the

progeny who has a gene for each tendency')
(b) One of the men who may be P's father, had' two genes for the first

tendency.
(c) The other man who may be P's father had two genes for the

second tendency.
. So it is known that P has one of the tendencies, but it is not known

which one he has. P is faced with the following choice:

The choice matrix might have arisen as follows. A deadly disease is

going around, and there are two effective vaccines against it. (If both are

given, the person dies.) For each person, the side effects of vaccine .B

are worse than that of vaccine A, and each vaccine has worse side effects

on persons in ,S, than either does on persons in 
^S1.

Now suppose that the theory about the inherited tendencies to choice,

tells us, and P knows this, that from a person's choice in this situation

the probabilities of his having thë two tendencies, given that he has one

of the two, can be estimated, and in particular

prob (Sr/,4) : .l
prob (Sz/,4) - .)
Prob (S1/B) :.9
Prob (^Sr/B) : .1.

What should P do? What would you do in this situation?

P may reason as follows: if I do A, then very probably ,S, obtains,

and I will get 4. If I do ,8, then very probably Sr-holds, and I will get 8.

So I will-do B rather than A.

,S1 
^S2A; 104

B: 83
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One wants to reply: whether S, or ,S, obtains is already fixed and

determined. what you decide to do would not bring about one or the

other of them, To emphasize this, let us use the past tense. For you are in

S, iffyou were in 
^S, 

yesterday; you are in ,S, iffyou were in 'S2 
yesterday'

gut to reason 'If I do A then very probably I was in 'S, 
yesterday, and

I will get 4.If I do B, then very probably, I was in ^S, 
yesterday, and

I will get 8. so I will now do B ¡ather than A'is absurd. what you decide

to do does not affect which state you were in yesterday. For either state,

over which you have no control, you are better offdoing z4 rather than B'

To do B for reasons such as the above is no less absurd than someone

who has already taken vaccine I yesterday doing some other act C today

because the prob (He was in s, yesterday/He does c today) is very high,

and he wants the (delayed) side effects of the vaccine he has aheady

taken to be less Severe'

If an explanation runs from x to y, a correct explanatory theory will

speak of the conditional probability prob (y/x). Thus the correct ex-

planatory theory of P's choice in this situation will speak of

prob (P does AIP is in Sr)
prob (P d'oes AIP is in 

^S2)
prob (P does ,B/P is in 

^St)
prob (P does .B/P is in ,Sr).

From these, the theory may enable us to determine

prob (P is in S1/P does ,4)

prob (P is in S2/P does.'4)

prob (P is in ,Sr/P does ,B)

prob (P is in ,S2iP does B)

but these would not be the basic explanatory probabilities. Supposing

that probabilistic explanation is legitimate, we could explain why P does

I by having among our antecedent conditions the statement that P is

in s2 ,but we cannot explain why P is in s2 by having among our ante-

cedent conditions the statement that P does z4 (though P's doing ,4 may

be our reason for believing he is in s2). Given that when the explanatory

line runs from x to y (x is part ofthe explanation ofy) and not from y

to x, the theory will speak of and somehow distinguish the conditional

probabiliries prob (y/x), then the probability prob (x/y) will be a likeli-
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hood (as, I think, this term is used in the statistical literature). Looking at
the likelihoods of the states given the actions may perþaps give one the

illusion of control qver the states. But I suggest that when the states are

aheady fixed and determined, and the explanatory theory has the

influence running from the states to the actions, so that the conditional
probabilities of the states on the actions are likelihoods, then if the

dominance principle applies, it should be applied.
If a state is part of the explanation of deciding to do an action (if the

decision is made) and this state is already fixed and determined, then the

decision, which has not yet been made, cannot be part of the explanation
of the state's obtaining. So we need not consider the case where prob
(state/action) is in the basic explanatory theory, for an already fixed

state.la What other possibilities are there for already fixed and determined

states? One possibility would be a situation in which the states are not
part of the explanation of the decision, and the decision is not part of
the explanation of which state obtains, but some third thing is part of the

explanation of the states obtaining, and the decision's being made.

Hence neither prob (state of the matrix obtaining/P does a specific

action) nor prob (P does a specific action/state of the matrix obtains)

would be part of the basic explanatory theory (which has conditional
probabilities from antecedent to consequent going in the direction of
explanation).

Let us consider a case like this, whose matrix exemplifies the structure
of the prisoners'dilemma situation, much discussed by game theorists.ls

There are two people, (t) and (II) and the following matrix describes

their situation (where the first entry in each box represents the payoff
to person (t) and the second entry represents the payoff to person (If)).
The situation arises just once, and the persons cannot get together to
agree upon ajoint plan of action.

(Ð
CD

(D A: 10, 3 4,4
B: 8,8 3, 10

Notice that for person (I), action ,4 dominates action B, and for person

(II), action D dominates action C. Hence if each performs his dominant
action, each ends up with 4. But if each performs the non-dominant
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action, each ends up with 8. So, in this situation, both persons' following

the dominance principle leaves each worse offthan if both did not follow

the dominance PrinciPle.
people may differ over what should be done in this situation. tet us,

once again, suppose that there are twoinherited tendencies, one to per-

form the dominant action in this situation, and one to perform the

other action. Either tendency is genetically dominant over a possible

third inherited trait. Persons (I) and (II) are identical twins, who care

only about their own payoffs as represented in this matrix, and knows

that their mother had the neutral gene, one of their two possible fathers

had only the gene to perform the dominant action, and the other had

only the gene not to perform the dominant action. Neither knows which

man was their father, nor which of the genes they have. Each knows,

given the genetic theory, that it is almost certain that if he performs the

dominant (dominated) action his brother will also. we must also suppose

that the theory tells us and them that given all this information upon

which they base their choice, the correlation between their actions holds

as almost certain, and also given this additional information, it holds as

almost certain, etc.

I do not wish here to discuss whether one should or should not perform

the dominant action in Prisoners' Dilemma situations. I wish merely to

consider the following aigument for not performing the dominant action

in the situation I have just described. suppose brother I argues: 'If I
perform the dominant action then it is almost certainl that I have that

!ene, and therefore that my brother does a1so, and so it is almost certain2l6

that he will also perform the dominant action and so it is almost cefiain2

that I will get 4. \Mhereas if I perform the dominated action, for similar

reasons, it is almost certain that my brother will also, and hence it is

almost certain that I will get 8. so I should perform the dominated action'.

Here one surely wishes to reply that this argument is not a good

argument for performing the dominated action. For what this brother does

will not affect what the other brother does. (To emphasize tbis, suppose

that brother II has already acted, though brother I does not yet know

what he has done) Perhaps in prisoners' dilemma situations one should

perform the dominated action, but this argument does not show that one

should in this situation.
The examples thus far considered lead me to believe that if the actions
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or decisions to do the actions do not affect, help bring about, influence,

etc., whích state obtains, theu whatever the conditional probabilities

(so long as they do not indicate an influence), one should perform the

dominant action.
If the considerations thus far adduced are convincing, then it is clear

that one should also choose the dominant action in the following situ-

ations, having the same structure (matrix) as Newcomb's, and differing
only in that:

(l) The being makes his prediction and sets the process going whereby

the $rll gets placed in the second box, ot not. You then make your

choice, and after you do, the (long) process terminates and the $M gets

in the box, or not. So while you are deciding, the fiM is not already

there, though at this time he has already decided whether it will be or not.
(2) The being gathers his data on the basis of which he makes his

prediction. You make your choice (e.g., press one of two buttons which

will open one or both boxes later by delayed action), and he then makes

his prediction, on the basis ofthe data previously gathered, and puts the

$M in, or not.
This suggests that the crucial faú is not whether the states are already

fixed and determined but whether the actions influence or afect which
state obtains.

Setting up a simple rnatrix,lT we have the following possibilities (with
the matrix entries being recommended decision policies for the situation).

A douTin¿¡rt action Noudominant action

ROBERT NOZICK

The actions infuence
which state obtains.
The conditional
probabilities differ.

No influence of actions
on states. However con'
ditional probabilities differ.

No influence oi actions on
states. The conditiónal
probabilities are all the
same..
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They do not consider (I) and (II), but (ignoring other difficulties,there

might be with the policy) Maximizing Expected utility seems reasonable

here. The difficulties come in the middle row. (I[) is the situation ex-

emplified by Newcomb's situation and the other examples we have listed

from the person choosing whether to lead the academic lif,e, onwardS.

I have argued that in these situations, one should choose the dominant

action and ignore the conditional probabilities which do not indicate

an influence. What then should one do in situation (IV), where which

action is done does not influence which state obtains, where the conditional

probabilities of the states given the actions differ, and where no dominant

action is available. If the lesson of case (III) is that one should ignore

conditional probabilities which do not indicate an influence, must not

one ignore them completely in case (IV) as well?

Not exactly. What one should do, in a choice between two actions '4
and B, is the following.ra ¡", Pt"',Pn be the conditional probability

distribution of action A over the n states ; let q1, ..., q, be the conditional

probability distribution of action .B over the z states. A probability

distribution t11 .,.t tnt summing to l, is between Pt..., Pn and qr,.'., qn

iff for each i, r¡ is in the closed interval lP¡,A¡l or Íqr,ptl.(Note that

according to this account, P!,'..,P,, and qr,'..,qn ate each between

pe..,7 pn ãrld 8u..,,8,,) Now for a recommendation: If relative to each

probability distribution between Pt, . . ., Pn and qr, .. ,, qn' actioî A has a

higher expected utility than action B, then do action A- The expected'

utility of A and B is computed with respect to the same probability

distribution. It will not, of course, be the case that relative to every

possible probability distribution ,4 has a higher expected utility than 8,
For, by hypothesis, ,4 does not dominate B. However it may be that

relative to each probability distribution between Pp,..,Pn vîd q1,..., Q,,

A has a higher expected utility than .8. If, on the other hand, it is not
the case that relative to each probability distribution between Pr...,Pn
and q1,...,Qn, A has a higher expected utility than -B (and it is not the

case that relative to each, .B has a higher expected utility than A), then

we are faced with a problem of decision under constrained uncertainty

(the constraints being the end probability distributions), on which kind

of problem there is not, so far as I know, agreement in the literature.le

Since consideration of the issues raised by such problems would take us

far aûeld, we thanKully leave them.

(I) Maximize (II) Maximize
Expected Expected
Utility Utility

The standard theolies

GIÐ

CV) Do dominant action (VI) Maximize
(or, equivalently, Expected
Maximize Utility
Expected
Utility)

make the recomnrendations in (V)

(IV)

and (VI).
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To talk more objectively than some would like, though more intuitively

than we otherwise could, since the actions do not affect or influence

which state obtains, there is some one probability distribution, which we

do not know, relative to which we would like to compare the action A

and B. Since we do not know the distribution, we cannot proceed as in

cases (I[¡ and (VI). But since there is oze unknown correct distribution

'out there', unaffected by what we do, we must, in the procedure we use'

compare each action with respect to the same disttibution. Thus it is,

at this point, an irrelevant fact that one action's expected utility cornputed

with respect to one probability distribution is higher than another

action's expected utility computed with respect to another probability

distribution. It may seem strange that forcase (IV) webring in the proba-

bilities in some way (even though they do not indicate an influence)

whereas in case (III) we do not. This difference is only apparent, since.

we could bring in the probabilities in case (IIQ in exactþ the same way.

The reason why we need not do this, and need only note that A dominates

.8, is that if r4 dominates B, then relative to each probability distribution
(and therefore for each one between the conditional ones established by

the two actions) Ahas a higher expected utility than.B.20

Now, at last, to return to Newcomb's example of the predictor. If
one believes, for this case, that there is backwards causality, that your

choice causes the money to be there or not, that it causes him to have

made the prediction that he made, then there is no problem. One takes

only what is in the second box. Or if one believes that the way the predictor

works is by looking into the future; he, in some sense, sees what you are

doing, and hence is no more likely to be wrong about what you do than

someone else who is standing there at the time and watching you, and

would normally see you, say, open only one box, then there is no problem.

You take only what is in the second.box. But suppose we establish or

take as given that there is no backwards causality, that \ilhat you actually

decide to do does not affect what he did in the past, that what you actually

decide to do is not part of the explanation of why he made the prediction

he made. So let us agree that the predictor works as follows: He observes

you sometime before you are faced with the choice, examines you with
semFlicated apparatus, etc., and then uses his theory to predict on the

basis of this state you were in, what choice you would make later when

faced with the choice. Your deciding to do as you do is not part of the
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explanation of why he makes the prediction he does, though your being
in a certain state earlier, is part of the explanation of why he makes the
prediction he does, and why you decide as you do.

I believe that one should take what is in both boxes. I fear that the

considerations I have adduced thus fa¡ will not convince those proponents
of taking only what is in the second box. Furthermore I suspect that an

adequate solutíon to this problem will go much deeper than I have yet
gone or shall go in this paper. So I want to pose one question. I assume that
it is clear that in the vaccine example, the person should not be convinced

by the probability argument, and should choose the dominant action.
I assume also that it is clear that in the case of the two brothers, the
brother should not be convinced by the probability argument offered.

The question I should like to put to proponents of taking only what is in
the second box in Newcomb's example (and hence not performing the

dominant action) is: what is the difference between Newcomb's example

and the other two examples which make the difference between not
following the dominance principle, and following it?

ffno such difference is produced, one should not rush to conclude that
one should perform the dominant action in Newcomb's example. For
it must be granted that, at the very least, it is not øs cleør that one should
perform the dominant action in Newcomb's example, as in the other
two examples. And one should be wary of attempting to force a decision

in an unclear case by producing a similar case where the decision is clear,

and challenging one to find a difference between the cases which makes

a difference to the decision. For suppose the undecided person, or the
proponent of another decision, cannot find such a difference. Does not
the forcer, now, have to find a difference between the cases which ex-

plains why one is clear, and the other is not? And might not ¡å¡ls difference

then be produced by the other person as that which perhaps should
yield different decisions in the two cases? Sometimes this will be im-
plausible; e.g., if the difference is that one case is relatively simple, and

the other has much additional detail, individually irrelevant, which
prevent the other case from being taken in as a whole. But it does seem

that someone arguing as I do about a case must not only: (a) describe a

similar case which is clear, and challenge the other to state a difference

between them which should make a difference to how they are handled;

but must also, (b) describe a diference between the cases which explains
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why though one case is clear, the other is not, or one is tempted to handle

thq other case differently. And, assuming that all accept the difference

stated in (b) as explaining. what it is supposed to explain,

(I) The simplest situation is that in which all agree that the difference

mentioned in (b) is not a reason for different decisions in the two

cases.

(II) However, if the forcer says it is not a reason for different decisions

in fhe two cases, and the other person says it is or may be, difficult

questions arise about upon whom, if anyone, the burden of further

argument falls.
what then is the difference that makes some cases clear and Newcomb's

example unclear, yet does not make a difference to how the cases should

be decided? Given my account of what the crucial factors are (influence,

etc.) my ansìüer to this question will have to claim that the clear cases are

clear cases of no influence (or, to recall the cases which we considered at

the beginning, of influence), and that in Newcomb's example there is the

illusion of influence. The task is to explain in a sufficiently forceful way

what gives rise to this illusion so that, even as we experience it, we will not

be deceived by it.
I have said that if the action is referred to in an explanation of the

state's obtaining, so that the doing of the action affects or influences w.hich

state obtains, then the Dominance Principle should not be applied. And

if the explanation of the states' obtaining does not make reference to

the action, the action does not influence which state obtains, does not

(partÐ bring it about that a state obtains, then the Dominance Principle

should be applied to such situations where a dominant action is available.

But if this is so, where is there room for unclarity about a case? what other

possibility is there? Either the action is referred to in the explanation of
ih" ,tut." obtaining, or it is not. How does the temptation to take only

what is in the second box arise in the Newcomb example, and why does

it linger?
The possibitity to which I wish to call attention can be described

differently, depending upon other views which one holds. (I describe the

possibility speciûcally with Newcomb's example in mind') (1) The

action ¡'s referred to in the explanation of the state's obtaining, but the

term which refers to the action occurs in the explanation, in a non-

extensional beliefcontext. Thus it does not follow from the fact that the
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action is referred to, in this way, in the explanation of the state's obtaining,

that the doing of the action affects which state obtains. (2) The action is

not referred to in the explanation of the state's obtaining. what is brought

in by the explanation of the state's obtaining is some being's well-founded

beliefs about the person's doing the action. since the person's doing the

action is not part of the explanation of the state's obtaining, it does not

affect or infl.uence which state obtains.

In Newcomb's example, the predictor makes his prediction on the

basis of determining what state the person is in, and what his theory

tells him about what such a person will do in the choice situation.

Believing his theory accurate, he puts the money in or not, according to

his belief about the person's future actions, where this belief depends

upon his finding out what initial state the person is in, and what his

theory tells him about a person in such an initial state. Thus, if the

predictor puts the $¡¿ in the second box, part of the explanation of this

is his belief that the person will take only what is in the second box. If he

does not put the $l¡ in the second box, part of the explanation of this

is his belief that the person will take what is in both boxes. Thus the

explanation of the money's being in the second box (or not) refers to the

person's action only in a nonextensional beliefcontext (or does not refer

to it at all but only to the predictor's beliefs about it).
It is apparently a persistent temptation for people to believer when an

explanation of something x brings in terms referring to y in a nonex-

tensional belief context (or brings in beliefs about y), that y, in sorne way,

influences or affects x. Thus one frnds writers on teleological explanation

having to state that in the simple case where someone goes to the re;

frigerator to get an apple, it is not the apple's being there when he gets

there which caused him to go, or which þartly) explains his actions,

but rather his beliefs about an apple's being there. But this cannot be

the whole story about Newcomb's example. For there are many persons

not at all tempted to say that the apple's being there when he gets there

influenced his action of going there, who do want to or are tempted to

take only what is in the second box.

Let us return to the writers on teleology. To show that the apple's

being there does not influence the person's actions, but rather it is his

beliefs about the apple's being there that do, they usually argue that even

if the apple were not there, so long as the person had the beliefs, he would
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act in the same way. The relevant feature of nonextensional belief
contexts here is that from P believes that ... x..., it does not follow that x
exists, from P believes that p, it does not follow that p is true. So, the

argument runs, he could have his beliefs without there being an apple

there, and this shows that the apple does not influence his actions in this

case. And surely the explanation of his action should be the same, in the

case where the apple is in the refrigerator, as in the case where it is not
though he believes it is. The parallel argument for Newcomb's example

would run: The predictor could believe that you will take only the

second even ifyou do not. This shows that your action does not influence

whether or not the money is there, but rather the predictor's beliefs

about your action has this influence. But by the conditions of tåe problem,

the predictor is almost certain to predict correctly, so that it is not clear

that the predictor could believe that you will take only the second even it
you do not. Thus, the condition of the problem which has the predictor's
predictions almost certainly being correct tends to get us to treat the

predictor's beliefs as though they do not have these nonextensional

features. For if his predictions are almost certainly correct, then almost
certainly: if he believes you will do I then you will do l.

One further thing should be mentioned. It is a reasonably intuitive
principle that if R brings it about that p, andif p if and only if 4 (for some

'iff' stronger than the material biconditional), then R brings it about
that q. Or, if it is up to R whether p, and p itr q (for some strong 'iff'),
then it is up to -R whether 4. Thus one finds writers arguing that if there

are necessary and sufrcient causal conditions for our actions, which
conditions go back to a time before we were born, then what we do is not
up to us. For, so the argument runs, those conditions obtaining before we

were born clearly were not up to us, and so what they are necessary and

sufficient for is not up to us either. I do not wish here to discuss whether

this principle is correct. All that is required for my purposes is that the
principle have intuitive appeal, and be a hard one to escape.

This would also reinforce the feeling that as choosers in Newcomb's
example, rve can, somehow, influence what the predictor did. For, one

might argue, Newcomb's problem is a problem for the chooser only if
what he does is up to him. And if one assumes this, and the principle is
operating, then it will be difficult to escape the feeling that what the
predictor did is up to you, the chooser.
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I do not claim that this last principle alone creates the problem. For

the problem does not arise in e.g., the vaccine case.Zl But it does, I
believe, contribute to it.

Thus I wish to claim that Newcomb's example is less clear than thê

others because

(a) in it the explanation of the state's obtaining refers to the action

(though this reference occurs in a nonextensional belief-context)

and that
(b) the conditions of the problem prevent one obvious way of refuting

the teleologist's view, in this case, which view depends upon the

truth that generaþ ify is part ofthe explanation ofx, then y influ-

ences x).
This leads to the feeling that, somehow, you as chooser can influence

what the predictor did, and this feeling is perhaps reinforced by the

operation of the intuitive principle. All this leads to the lurking feeling

that one can now choose to take only what is in the second box, and so

make oneself the sort of person who does so, and so' somehow, influence

what the predictor did. I hope you frnd this explanation of why some

cases are clear and Newcomb's is not, acceptable, and that it is clear

that this difference between the cases should not make a difference to

how they are decided.z2

At this point one perhaps wants to say, 'If you produce a case having

the features you say distinguish Newcomb's example from the others,

where it is clear that the dominant action should be performed, then I
will be convinced that the dominant action should be performed in
Newcomb's example. But not until'. If I am right about the role of similar

examples, then.tlis cannot be done; an answer to Newcomb's example

cannot be forced in this way. Or rather, if it can be done, then it will
show that I have not picked out the right difference. For ifone case that

ûts my description is clear, and another which fits it is not clear, then we

still have to produce features to explain why one is clear and the other

is'not. And perhaps those features should make a difference between the

decisions in the two cases. At some point, given an acceptable explanation

of why one case is clear and another is not, one just has to see that the

explanatory features do not make a difference to what should be decided

in the two câs€s; Or, at any rate, the point that the explanatory features

do not make a difference to what should be decided can itself be forced
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by a clear case only at the cost ofthe claim that those very features explain

why, some cases are clear and others are not.

In closing this paper, I must muddy up the waters a bit (more?).

(l) Though Newcomb's example suggests much about when to apply

the dominance principle, and when to apply the expected utility principle

(and hence is relevant to formal decision theory), it is not the expected

utility principle which leads some people to choose only what is in the

second box. For suppose the probability of the being's predicting correctly

was just .6.

Then the expected utility of taking what is in both boxes :
prob (he predicts correctly /I take both) x rz(I receive $ 1000)

* prob (he predicts correctþ/ I take only second) x z(I receive

$1001000):.6 x ø($1000) *.4 x z($1001000)'

The expected utility of taking only what is in the second box :
.6 x z($ 1000000) * .4 x a($0).

And given the utílity I assume each of my readers assigns to obtaining

these various monetary amounts, the expected utility of taking only

what is in the second box is greater than the expected utility of taking

what is in both boxes. Yet, I presume, if the probability of the beings

predicting correctþ were only .6, each of us would choose to take what

is in both boxes.

So it is not (just) the expected utility argument that operates here to
create the problem in Newcomb's example. It is crucial that the predictor

is almost certain to be correct. I refrain from asking a proponent of
taking only what is in the second box in Newcomb's example: if .6 is

not a high enough probability to lead you to take only what is in the

second box, and almost certainty ofcorrect predictions leads you to take

only the second, what is the ninimum probability of correct prediction

which leads you to take only what is in the second box? I refrain from
asking this question because I am very unsure about the force ofdrawing-
the-line arguments, and also because the person who wishes to take what

is in both boxes may also face a problem of drawing the line, as we shall

see in a moment.
(2) If the factthat it is almost certain that the predictor will be correct

is crucial to Newcomb's example, this suggests that we consider the case

where it ¡is certain, where you know the prediction is correct (though you
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do not know what the prediction is. Here one naturally argues: I knorv

rhar if I take borh, I will get $ 1000. I know that if I take only what is in

the second, I getfi M. So, of course, I will take only what is in the second.

And does a proponent of taking what is in both boxes in Newcomb's

example, (e.g., me) really wish to argue that it is the probability, howevet,

minute, of the predictor's being mistaken which make the di.fference?

Does he really wish to argue that if he knows the prediction will be correct,

he will take only the second, but that if he knows someone using the

predictor's theory will be wrong once in every 20 billion cases, he will

take what is in both boxes? Could the difference between one in n, and

none in n, for arbitrarily large frnite n, make this difference? And how

exactly does the faú that the predictor is certain to have been correct

dissolve the force of the dominance argument?

To get the mind to really boggle, consider the following.

Suppose that you know that either 51 or.S2 alrpady obtains, but you do

not know which, and you know that 51 will cause you to do -8, and ,S, will
cause you to do A. Now choose! ('Choose?')

To connect up again with a causalized version of Newcomb's example,

suppose you know that there are two boxes, (81) and (82). (81) contains

$ 1000. (82) contains either a valuable diamond or nothing. You have

to choose between taking what is in both boxes, and taking only what is

in the second. You know that there are two states: ,St and ,Sr' You do not

know which obtains, but you know that whichever does, it has obtained

for the past week. If S, obtains, it causes you to take only what is in the

second, and it has already caused a diamond to be produced in box (82).

If ,S, obtains, it causes you to take what is in both boxes, and does not
cause a diamond to be produced in the second box. You know all this.

What do you choose to do?

While we are at it, consider the following case where what you decide

(and why) either (1) does affect which future state will obtain, upon

which consequences depend, or (though this would not be the same

problem for the view I have proposed, it might be for yours) even if it
does not affect which state obtains, the conditional probabilities of the

sl ,s2

A: 104
B: 83
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states, given what you do and why, differ.

^S1 .S2

A: live die
B: die live

(1) Apart from your decisions (if you do not know of this

matrix, or know of it and cannot reach a decision),

prob 
^S1 

> prob,S2
(2) prob (S1/do,,4 with (1) as reason) < prob (,Srldo,4 with (1)

as reason)
(3) prob (S1/do .B with (2) as reason) > prob (^Szldo B with (2)

as reason)

even (z) prob (,S1/do A with n - ! asreason) < prob (Srldo A
withn-l asreason)

odd (n) prob (,Sr/do B \4'ith n - 1 as reason) > prob (,Sz/do A
withn -l asreason)

Also: prob (Sriyou do whatyou do because indifferentbetween

A and B) > prob (,Sr/you do what you do because indifferent

between A and B)
prob (,Sr /doing ,4 with all of the above as reason) <
prob (,Sr/doing ,4 with all of the above as reason)

and
prob (,S1/doing ,B with all of the above as reason) >
prob (^Sr/doing ,B with all of the above as reason).

Finally, where'all this' refers to all of what is above this place,

and reflexively, to the next two, in which it appears:
prob (,S1/doing A with all this as reason) <
prob (^S2/doing ,,4 with all this as reason)

and
prob (,Sr /doing -B with all this as reason) >
prob (Sr/doing B with all this as reason).

What do you do?

Harvard University
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* It is not clear that I am entitled to present this paper. For the problem of choice

which concerns me was constructed by someone else, and I am not satisfied with my

attempts to work through the problem. But since I believe that tho problem will interest

and intrigue Peter Hempel and his many friends, and since its publication may call

forth a sõtution which will enable me to stop returning, periodic¿lly, to it, here it is.

It was constructed by a physicist, Dr. wiltiam Newcomb, of the Livermore Radiation

Laboratories in California. I first heard the problem, in 1963, from his friend Professor

Martin David Kruskal of the Princeton University Depaftment of Astrophysical

sciences. I have beneûtted from discussions, in 1963, with \Milliam Newcomb, Martin

David Kruskal, and Paul Benacerraf. since then, on and off, I have discussed the

problem with many other friends whose attempts to grapple with it have encouraged

me to publish my own. It is a beautiful problem. I wish it were mine'
1 If th; being piedicts that you will consciously randomize your choice, e'g., flip a
coin, or deciãe to do one of the actions if the next object you-happen to see is. blue,

and otherwise do the other action, then he does not put the $Min the second box'
2 Try it on your friends or students and see for yourself. Perhaps some psychologists

will investigate whether respoûses to the problem are correlated with some other

interesting psychological variable that they know of.
s If the qoèriioor andproblems are handled as I believe theyshould be, then some

of the ensuing discussion would have to bo formulated differently. But there is no point

to introducing detail extraneous to the central problem of this paper here,
¿ This divergãnce between the dominance principle and the expected utility principle

is pointed orit in Robert Nozick . The Normøtive Theory of Individual choice , lunpubTish-

ed doctoral dissertation, Princeton university, Princeton, 1963, and in Richard

Jeffrey, The Logic of Decisíon, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1965.
5 Thisis shorthand for: action I is done atd state ,Srz obtains or action l1 is done and

state,Sr obtains. The'or' is the exclusive or.
o Note that

St : At &,Ss or /44 &,S¿
Sz : At &.S¿ or Az & Ss

Sa : At & 'Sr or l¿ &.S¿
S¿: At&.SzorAz&St

Similarly, the above identities hold for Newcomb's example, with which I began, if one

lets
,Sr : The moneY is in the second box.'
.Sz : The money is'not in the second box'
,Sa : The being predicts your choice correctly'
,Sa : The being incorrectly predicts you¡ choice'

Á : You take onty what is in the second box'
Az : You take what is in both boxes.

? State 5 is not probabilistically independent of actions I and B if prob (S obtains/l
is done) # prob (,S obtains/B is done).
I In Newcomb'i predictor example, assuming that 'He predicts correctly'and 'He
predicts incorreptly' are each probabilistically independent of my actions, then it is
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not the case that 'He puts the money in' and 'He does not put the money in' are each
probabilistically independent of my actions.

Usually it will be the case that if the members of the set of exhaustive and exclusive
states are each probabilistically independent of the actions lr arld Az, then it will not
be the case that the states equivalent to our contrived states are each probabilistically
independent of both At a¡d Az. For example, suppose prob (,Sr/,4r) : prob (,SrftÐ :
: prob (Sr); prob (Sz/la) = prob (Ss/Á) : prob (^Sz). Let :

,Ss : á &,Sr or Az & Sz
Sa, : At & ,Sz or l¿ & ,.Sr

If prob (^Sr) # prob (Sz), then 
^Sa 

and ,S¿ a¡e not probabilistically independent of Á
a¡rd Az. For prob (Sgþr): prob (Sr/å) : prob (Sr)' and prob (Ss/ls) :prob (SzlAz)
:prob (,Sa). Therefore if prob (,Sr) # prob (.Ss), then prob (^Ss/Á) # prob (,Ss/,a¿). If
prob (SÐ : prob (Sz) : ll2, then the possibility of describing the states as we have
rvill uot matter. For if, for example, lr can be shifted around so as to dominate la,
then before the shifting it will have a higher expected utility than ,4¿. Generally, if the
members of the set of exclusive and exhaustive states are probabilistically independent
of both fi and la, then the members of the contrived set of states will be probabilistic-
atly independent of both ft and la only if the probabilities of the original states which
are components of the contrived states are identical. And in this case it will not matter
which way one sets up the situation.
e Note that this procedure seems to work quite well for situations in which the states

are ûot only not probabilistically independent of the actioûs, but are not logically
independent either. Suppose that a person is asked whether he prefers doing I to
doing B, where the outcome of A is lp if .Sr and r if ,Sz/ and the outcome of B is lq
if ,S¿ and r if Sr/. And suppose that he prefers p to q to r, and that ,Sr : I do 4 and
.Sz : I do l. The person realizes that if he does l, ,Sz will be the case and the outcome
will be r, and he realizes that if he does 4 ,Sr witl be the case and the outcome will
be r, Since the outcome will be r in any case, he is indifferent between doing I and
doine -8. So let us suppose he flips a coia in order to decide which to do. But given

that the coin is fair, it is now the case that the probability of,Sr : li2 and the probability
of Ss : ll2. If. we mechanically started to compute the expected utility of A, a¡.d of
4 we would ûnd that I has a higher expected utility than does B, For mechanically
computing the expected utilities, it would turn out that the expected utility of l:
:U2xu(p)+U2 xz(r), and the expected utility of B:tlzxu(q)*ll2xu(r).ß,
however, we use the conditional probabilities, then the expected utilþ of a:prob
(fi| A) x u(p) * prob (Szl A) x u(r) : g x u(p) + t x u(r) : u(r). And the expected
utility of ¡ : prob (,S¿/^B) x z(q) * prob (^Sr/B) x z(r) : I x u(ò + I x u(r) : u(r).
Thus the expected utilities of A and B are e4u,al, as one would wish.
19 This position was suggested, with some ieservations due to Newcomb's example,
in Robert Nozick, The Normative Theory of Indivídual Choice, op, cít. It was also
suggested in Richard Joffrey, The I'ogic of Decßion, op. cít.
11 I should mention, what the reader has no doubt noticed, that the previous example
is not fully satisfactory. For it seems that preferring the academic life to the athlete's
life should be as strong evidence for the tendency as is choosing the academic life'
And hence P's choosing the athlete's life, though he prefers the academic life, on
expected utility grounds does not seem to make it likely that he doæ not have the
tendency, What the example seems to require is an inherited tendency to decide to do
I which is such that (1) The probability of its presence cannot be estimated on the
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basis of the person's preferences, but only on the basis of knowing the genetic make-up
of his parents, or knowing his actual decisions; and (2) The theory about how the
tendency operates yields the result that it is unlikely that it is present if the person

decides not to do ,4 in the example-situatiotr, even though he makes this decision

on the basis of the stated expected utility gounds. It is not clear how, for this example,

the dotails are to be coherently worked out.
12 That is, the Dominance Principle is legitimately applicable to situations in which

- G,S) ël) (3.B) þrob (S obtains/l is done) * prob (.S obtains/.B is done)l'
13 The other eleven possibilities about the states are:.

Already fixed aod determined Not already ûxed and determined
probabitistically not probabilistically prob. ind. not prob. ind.
independent ofthe independent ofthe ofthe ofthe
actions actions actions actions

(l) some some some
(2) some some some
(3) some some none
(4) some some none
(5) some none some
(O some none some
(7) some none none
(8) alt none none
(9) none some some

(10) none some some
(11) noûe some noDe

la Unless it is possible that there be causality or influence backwards in time' I shall
not here consider this possibility, though it may be that only on its basis can one defend,

for some choice situations, the refusal to use the dominance principle. I try to explain
later why, for some situations, even if one grants that thero is no inffuence back in time,
one may ûot escape the feeling that, somehow, there is.
15 Cf. R. Duncan Luce and Howard R:aiffa, Games and Decßions, John Wiley & Sons,
New York, 1957, pp. 94-102,
ls Almost certaintyr) almost certainty¿, since almost certaintya is some function of
the probability that brother I has the dominant action gene given that he perforrns
the dominant action (:almost certaintyr), and of the probability that brother tr
does the dominant action given that he has the dominant action gene.
rz In choosing the headings for the rows, I have ipored more complicated possibilities,

which must be investigated for a fuller theory, e.g., some actions influence which state

obtains and others do not.
18 I here consider only the case of two actions. Obvious and messy problems for the
kind of policy about to be proposed are raised bythe situatioû inwhich morethan
two actions are available (e.g., under what conditions do pairwise comparisons lead
to a linear order), whose considoration is best postponed for anothor occasion.
re See R. Duncan Luce and Howard Raiffa, op. cit., pp.275-298 and the references

therein; Daniel Ellsberg, 'Risk, Ambiguity, and the Savage Axioms', Quarterþ foarnal
of Economics 75 (1961), 643-669, and the articles by his fellow symposiasts Howard
Raiffa and William Feller.

some
none
some
DOne

some
none
some
none
some
none
some
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20 If the distinctions I have drawn are correct, then some of the existing literature is
in need of revision. Many of the writers might be willing to just draw the distinctions
we have adumbrated. But for the speciûc theories offered by some personal probability
theorists, it is not clear how this is to be done. For example, L,J'Savage in The

Foundatiow of,sfafrìrfibs, JohnWiley & Sons, NewYork, 1954, recommends uo¡estricted
use of domina¡ce principles (his postulate P2), which would not do in case (I). Atrd
Savage seems explicitly to wish to deny himself the means of distinguishing case (I)
from the others, (For further discussion, some of which must be revised in the light of
this paper, of Savage's important and ingenious work, see Robert Nozick, op, cit.,
Chapter V.) And Richard Jeffrey , The Logic of Decßion, op, c#., recomrnends universal
use of maximizing expected utility relative to the conditional probabilities of the states
given the actions (see footnote l0 above), This will not do, I have argued, in cases (III)
and (IÐ. But Jeffrey also sees it as a special virtue of this theory that it does not utilize
certain notions, and these notions look like they mieht well be required to draw the
distinctions between the different kinds ofcases.

While on the subject of how to distinguish the casos, let me (be the first to) say that
I have used without explanation, and in this paper often interchangeably, the notions
of influency, affecting, etc. I have felt free to use them without paying them much
attention because even such unreflective use servos to open a whole area of concem.
A detailed consideration of the different possible cases with many actions, some
influencing, and in different degrees, some not influencing, combined with an attempt
to state detailed principles ¡sing precise 'influence' notions undoubtedly would bring
forth many intricate and diftcult problems. These would show, I think, that my
quick general statements ¿þs¡[ influsnce and what distinguishes the cases, are not,
strictly speaking, correct. But going into these details would necessitate going into
these details. So I will not.
¡r Though perhaps it explains why I momentarily felt I had suc¡eeded too well in
constructìng the vaccine case, and that perhaps ore should perform the non-dominant
action there,
22 But it also seems relevant that in Newcomb's example not only is the action referred
to in the explanation ofwhich state obtains (though in a nonextensional beliefcontext),
but also there is another explanatory tie between the action and the state; namely,
that both the state's obtaiuing, and your actually performing the action are both
partly explained in terms of some third thing (your being in a certain initial state
earlier). À fuller investigation would have to pursue yet more complicated examples
which incorporated this.

ROBERT NOZICK

I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of time by scientists have often been conce¡ned with the multi-
faceted problems of measuring time intervals in atomic, geophysical,

biological, and astronomical contexts. It has been claimed that in addi-

tion to exhibiting measurable intervals, time is characterized by a

trønsiency of the present, which has often been called 'flux' or
'passage'.

Indeed, it has been maint¿ined that'the passage of time ... is the very

essence of the concept'.l I therefore wish to focus my concern with the

meaning of time on the credentials which this transiency of the present

can claim from the point ofview ofcurrent physical theories.

In the common-sense view of the world, it is of the very essence of time

that events occur now, or are past, or future. Furthermore' events are

held to change with respect to belonging to the future or the present.

Our commonplace use of tenses codifies our experience that any particular
present is superseded by another whose event-content thereby ocomes

into being'. It is this occurring now oÍ coming into being of previously

future events and their subsequent belonging to the past which is called

'becoming' or 'passage'. Thus, by involving reference to present occur-

renoe, becoming involves more than mere oc,currence at various serially

ordered clock times. The past and the future can be characterized as

respectively before and after the present. Hence I shall center my account
of becoming on the status of the present or notv as an attribute of events

whioh is encountered in perceptual awareness.

II. THE ISSUE OF THE MIND.DEPENDENCE OF BECOMING

Granted that becoming is a prominent feature of ourtemporal awareness,

I ask: must becoming therefore also be a feature of the order of physical

events independently of our awareness of them, as the common-sense view
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